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Product Information 
 
Jump Rope Handles 
 Available in 6 colors, handles are poly-bagged in pairs with header card to hang from peg display. 
Boxed in cases of 6 pairs.  Can be purchased as individual color or in an assorted case of one of each color. 
 

Bionic Blue, Black Ops, Gauntlet Gray, Inmate Orange, Kona Coral, Naughty Pink 
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Cable Weight and Colors: 
Available in eight (8) colors, four (4) cable weights, and 10 lengths.  Packaged in hanging header card to 

fit peg display.  Boxed in cases of 5 individual cables of each length and weight. 
 

Black, White, Neon Pink, Neon Orange, Red, Neon Yellow, Neon Green, and Blue * 

 
 

Lengths Available: 
7’10”     8’0”     8’2”     8’4”     8’6”     8’8”     8’10”     9’0”     9’2”     9’4” 

 
Cable Weights: 

Hyper 1.3 – Aircraft grade cable with PVC coating. Our lightest offering weighing only 1.3 ounces for a 9 foot length (excluding 
handles).  Most comparable to traditional speed cables.  The PVC coating does not retain memory and therefore uncoils nicely.  This 
cable produces the fastest cycle rate therefor the athlete must be extremely proficient at double unders.  Recommended for advanced 
jumpers who can already turn 75+ double unders.  NOT RECOMMENDED FOR BEGINNERS. 
  
Ultra 1.8 – Aircraft grade cable with PVC coating.  Our second lightest cable weighing 1.8 ounces for a 9 foot length (excluding 
handles).  The Ultra 1.8 is considered our “hybrid speed cable” due to its light nature while offering more feedback to the athlete.  The 
increased resistance allows the athlete to turn the Ultra 1.8 cable at a slightly slower cycle rate than the Hyper 1.3 yet triple unders are 
still plentiful.  Recommended for advanced jumpers who can already turn 60+ double unders. NOT RECOMMENDED FOR 
BEGINNERS 
  
Elite 2.6 – Aircraft grade cable with PVC coating.  Our mid range weighted cable weighing 2.6 ounces for a 9 foot length (excluding 
handles).  Our most all around utility cable offering a nice blend of light weight with increased feedback and response while it’s rigidity 
maintains a nice “horse shoe” shape while in motion.  Recommended for jumpers who can already turn 50+ double unders.  IDEAL 
FOR INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED 
  
Buff 3.4 – Aircraft grade cable with PVC coating.  Our second to heaviest cable weighing 3.4 ounces per 9 foot length (excluding 
handles).  Our Dual Threat cable which provides tremendous feedback allowing the athlete to jump with a broader range of tempos 
from very slow to super fast.  Ideal for beginners to gain a better feel for timing while jumping at slower tempos.  Also a fantastic 
training cable for advanced jumpers looking for greater resistance and intensity in their training. 
IDEAL FOR BEGINNERS TURNING LESS THAN 50 D/Us. 
IDEAL FOR ADVANCED LOOKING TO INCREASE INTENSITY 
 

Assorted Cable Colors - Available at a discounted rate. (No color choice available) 
 Cables are boxed in cases of 5 individual cables of each length and weight.  Random colors may include: 

Black, Gray, White, Red, Pink, Orange, Yellow, Neon Yellow, Neon Green, Blue, Purple, Trans Black,  
Clear, Trans Red, Trans Pink, Trans Orange, Trans Yellow, Trans Green, Trans Blue, Trans Purple 
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Other items available to wholesale customers. 
 
 

Wrist Supports:  
GYMNAST & LIFTER APPROVED! Designed to withstand the most 
hardcore movements that torment the human wrists. Offers compression 
as well as flexion support under weight & body loads. Great for Olympic 
lifting. 
Two Sizes Small or Large – In Black, White or Pink(small only) (Poly-
bagged in pairs with handing header card for peg display/ Boxed in 

cases of 10) 
 

 
Med Ball Covers:  
The Rx Med Ball Cover slips over your medicine ball with busted seams 
or torn stitching to give it extended life.  Each seam is stitched and 
reinforced with seam backing. Offered in Black, Red/Black, Gray/Black, 
Green/Black, and Yellow/Black. Lace & Lace Puller included. (Boxed & 

Shrink-wrapped/ Sold individually, purchase 5 or more to get volume discount)  
 

 
Skull Mats:   
Made of medium density EVA foam.  Utilized in US military Special 
Operations vehicles for its shock mitigating qualities.  Provides added 
cushioning for handstand push ups, long rows on a rowing machine, sit 
ups and various mobility exercises. 
(Individually Shrink-wrapped/ Sold in case of 40) 
 
 

 
 
Shin Guards:   
Made of heavy weight canvas cotton.  Fashioned after military gators 
and every bit as durable. The only shin protector on the market that 
overlaps down over the shoe to help protect your ankles.  Made to 
withstand the intense friction created during rope climbs and high speed 
descents.  Can be worn during any CrossFit work out.  Great shin 
protection for dead and Olympic lifts.  MADE IN THE USA 
Available in pairs. Blue or Pink in the Small, White or Green in Large. 

(Poly-bagged in pairs with hanging header card for peg display/ Sold individually, purchase 4 
or more to get volume discount) 
 


